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Survival
 Passport 

Protect yourself and your 
family from natural disasters

Chapter

If any of the stored equipment has been damaged or lost, please call the Civil Defence Division (☎ 072-724-6750).

Used by approx. half of neighborhood associations!

A local disaster response station is:        A place for neighborhood associations* to use as a temporary base after 
disasters, and        a "disaster response base" with equipment to use for fire fighting and rescue work.        It is also a 
distribution point for relief supplies. There are local disaster response stations in 61 places within Minoh City in places 
like parks, and are used by 148 (approx. half of the total) neighborhood associations. We offer on-site information 
sessions to show you how to use the stations and the equipment stored inside, so please feel free to call the Civil 
Defence Division (      072-724-6750).                               *Neighborhood associations include apartment management associations.☎

Gather
Right after a disaster, you can meet
here and gather safety check results!
Your neighborhood association uses the space as a temporary 
evacuation area, and gathers neighborhood safety check results. A 
representative then reports the results to an evacuation center.*
*Your evacuation center is your nearest Elementary School (in the 
  case of Kita Elementary School District, it is Maple Hall. For Kayano 
  Kita Elementary School District, it is Dai Ni Junior High School.)

Help others

Distribute

Use the stored equipment to fight 
fires and help rescue others!
By using the fire fighting and rescue 
equipment stored inside, you can greatly 
shorten fire fighting and rescue times to 
save others, even by yourself.

Use it as a base for distributing 
relief supplies!
In Minoh City, relief supplies are 
distributed by neighborhood associations. 
Local disaster response stations can be 
used as a base for distribution.

Large benches are used to store 
fire fighting and rescue equipment!

The items stored at the station 
can also be used at regular 

neighorhood association events!
The equipment stored in the large bench can be 
taken out, and is all easy and safe to use! Use the 
equipment (tents, lanterns, handheld megaphones, 
etc.) regularly at neighborhood events so you know 
how to use them in a disaster.

Canopy 
tent

Handheld 
megaphone

Lantern

Stretcher

Extension
ladder

Fire extinguisher

Bolt cutter

Car jack

In a disaster, use your nearest local disaster response station as a base!
You just need to submit an application form to apply. Contact the Civil Defence Division (☎ 072-724-6750).
1 station can be used by multiple neighborhood associations.

Local disaster response 
stations are located in     61 places  around the city! Please see the map (QR code) for details about the station locations.

For neighborhood association 
members that use local 
disaster response stations! Please hold a disaster drillAt least 1 time a year

In order to save as many lives as possible in an emergency, it is important to know how to use the fire fighting and rescue 
equipment stored in the stations. If you are a neighborhood association member, please run at least 1 disaster drill every year 
using a local disaster response station. These drills also help to check that equipment is ready to use, so we ask for your support.

Inquiries: Civil Defence Division  TEL 072-724-6750  FAX 072-724-6376
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Please use the 
Local Disaster Response Stations!


